ioo	FANS  AND AIR COMPRESSORS
Fundamental Laws governing Air Compression.—When aii is
compressed on either of the two principles, the work done on it during
compression is absorbed partly in increasing the pressure energy and partly
in increasing the heat energy. Compression of air always develops heat
on account of the molecular activity of the particles, which shows itself in
rise in temperature.
With rise in temperature the air expands in volume, and, conversely, the
lower the temperature the smaller will be the volume. The weight per unit
of space occupied is lower at high temperatures than at low for the same
pressure; i.e. by reducing temperature the density increases.
To obtain the greatest volume of air compressed to a given pressure,
it is first necessary to reduce the intake temperature as low as possible, and
to maintain a minimum temperature during compression in order that its
final density may be high.
This explains the desirability of cooling, by water jacketing, the com-
pressing chambers, and employing intercoolers between the stages when
high pressures are required.
A certain amount of moisture is always present in atmospheric air, and
any increase in temperature raises its moisture-absorbing capacity. From
this it follows that the cooling of air, whilst reducing volume, also causes
the compressed air to give up a portion of the moisture contained. Hence
it is necessary to provide a moisture trap, either in the intercooler or at the
receiver at the final discharge.
There are two ways in which air may be compressed or expanded:
An adiabatic expansion (or compression), in which heat is not allowed to
enter or to leave the air.
An isothermal expansion (or compression), in which the temperature of the
air does not change during the change of state.
Definite relations connect the pressure, volume, and temperature of dry
air.
Representing the respective conditions by p, V, and T,
where p is in pounds per square inch absolute,
V is the volume in cubic feet,
T is the absolute temperature in degrees F., i.e. (460 + *)>
also letting suffix o refer to the initial conditions, and letting suffix i refer
to the final conditions or intermediate points, we have for adiabatic changes:
Po^o'41 == Pi^i141 and   ° ••-* =  t^~ (Ae gas equation);
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or, expressed as ratios,
& = (Y?Y'41 = (1A3'46;   Ys = /M'71 = /Tiy6.
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